traditional medical training. The tidy, pre-sorted world of specialist practice is often also the setting for such teaching as takes place on the subject of medical ethics, and much of the writing. Dowrick and Frith's General Practice and Ethics is a welcome reminder ofhow the greater clinical challenges of general practice give rise to more ethical problems less readily resolved.
'The uncomfortable juxtaposition of uncertainty and responsibility' begins the discussion, along with the intriguing idea that the strategies we adopt to reduce uncertainty are part of the motivating force of general practice. This is a theme that recurs throughout the book, giving an upbeat tone to what is often considered an unhappily indigestible subject. Discussion of patient autonomy is less reassuring; what may seem a simple issue in acute hospital care can be quite unclear when autonomy is modified by GPs' and patients' own responsibility to other family members. Not neglected is the greater difficulty of respecting autonomy in chronic rather than acute disease.
A welcome critique of the style of practice called by its exponents evidence-based medicine articulates in detail why many doctors feel this approach to be so depersonalizing for patient and practitioner alike, and complements the discussion of patient autonomy. Seen in the context of the history of patient-centred practice, now returning to a prominence held in earlier centuries, excessive reliance on the meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials can be seen as an extreme form of the biomedical paradigm that has had a rather short mid-twentieth-century heyday. But whether such a paradigm was ever fully accepted by general practice an idea rejected by McWhinney, for exampleor caused the coincident decline in general practice, is lost in the assumption of a unity of medical practice unique to this chapter and lacking resonance with the rest of the work.
Most works on medical ethics claim not to provide solutions or formulas, but there is help here for some who search for it. Advance directives appear inevitable, with strong professional and public support, their utility limited principally by the precision, or lack of it, in the wording. Some readers may be surprised to read of prescribing decisions as ethical concerns, but ethical aspects are as important here as in any other aspect of clinical practice. The ways in which they overlap with technical therapeutics have the effect of introducing moral discussion into a forum in which medical readers will feel at home.
This work undoubtedly provides an important stimulus for thought and discussion of an important aspect of practice. There are disappointments though. The 'management encirclement' of general practice is touched upon in one chapter, but the morality of this, and its influence on the morality of practitioner's actions is largely absent from the debate. The importance of confidentiality for effective practice is submerged in a legalistic list of instructions. The abolition of the expectation of confidentiality for NHS patients had already happened including punitive sanctions against a GP who sought to maintain confidentiality, but not the supine GMC acquiescence at the time this was written. Perhaps we shouldn't cry over spilt milk?
Disagreement is essential for debate. This is an enjoyable book that promises to be seminal where it matters, in the practice of those who read it. Accident and emergency medicine is a specialty in which particularly high value is put on experience; yet most doctors who work in A&E departments are at the outset of their careers and ill-prepared for the many and varied decisions they will make each day. A good reference guide with quick check-lists on common medical, orthopaedic and life-threatening problems would be invaluable for these clinicians. Since there is a dearth of helpful textbooks in this area, many departments produce their own handbooks.
The Oxford Handbook of Accident and Emergency Medicine is ambitious in aiming to provide the latest (at the time of publication) guidelines and protocols and to give step-by-step guidance on management. It is divided into fifteen chapters which comprehensively cover the domain of any British accident and emergency department. It is easy to read, has a good index and condenses most subjects into one-page quickreference summaries. The few charts that are used are helpful but little information is given on the levels ofevidence that the management recommendations are based upon. There is also not enough emphasis placed on certain areas that are unique to the work of A&E-for example, the whole area of injury and the law, where there is a notable absence of information on police statements; on any legal proceedings; or what to do if you are the victim ofviolence. There are times when the book achieves its aims; however, its structure is not uniform and it is not the quick-reference guide it could have been. Moreover, it is difficult to imagine how any book could fulfil the needs of A&E without good visual aids-photographs of skin lesions, images of X-rays showing the signs not to be missed and demonstrations of practical techniques. Where this book fails most similar books also fail. Multimedia technology is now widely available and there is great demand for an easily accessible program that addresses the needs of staff. Such a program would be an invaluable companion to the lone senior house officer confronted with a new and alien JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE Volume 92 October 1 999 problem in the middle of the night. For example, it could demonstrate how to examine a specific area, how to perform a certain investigation or how to relocate a joint. As with any part ofmedicine, this could never replace formal training and education; but, in reality, the less common complaints are not always easily taught and it is exactly these areas that so often catch A&E officers out. With the advent of digital cameras, such material should become increasingly easy to obtain and collate. Ifthis source ofinformation does become available, its relevance will go far beyond the reaches of A&E departments.
Mina Fazel
Fulbrook Centre, Churchill Hospital, Oxford OX3 9JU, UK The Feejee Mermaid and Other Essays in Natural and Unnatural History Jan Bondeson 315 pp Price £22.50 hardback ISBN 0-8014-3609-5 Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1999 For many years Dr Bondeson, a London specialist in rheumatology, has investigated scientific oddities and unusual phenomena in medicine and natural history. Now he has produced a fascinating book, carefully and extensively researched and referenced, which describes remarkable stories of myths, hoaxes, beliefs and Ripley-like facts concerning animal foildore in the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries.
In Elizabethan times a performing horse called Marocco was renowned in England and throughout Europe for its ability to dance on two or four legs, count money by stamping its foot and perform various other tricks. The horse was probably directed by hidden signs and its trainer William Banks made a fortune.
Pigs have also been used as performing animals and their training was pioneered in the eighteenth century by Samuel Bisset, a Scottish shoemaker who later moved to London as a broker. The 'Learned Pig' would kneel, bow, spell out names using cardboard letters and point out married and unmarried people in the audience. During extended tours of the British Isles and France it was said to have earned more money than any other actor on the stage. A verse at the end of its career reflected:
Alas, my learning once drew cash But public fame's unstable So I must turn a pig again And fatten for the table.
The most extraordinary essay relates the saga of the Feejee Mermaid, said to have been caught by a Japanese fisherman. The dried specimen was subsequently brought to England and was described as the missing link between a human being and a fish. It was preserved in a glass dome and in the autumn of 1822 was one of the most popular exhibits in London, attracting as many as 400 people a day, each of whom paid an entrance fee of a shilling. The mermaid was claimed to be genuine. However, a subsequent detailed examination by William Clift at the Royal College ofSurgeons revealed it to be a fake; the upper halfofthe body was that of a female orang-utan, the lower half was the body of a fish separated from its head immediately behind the gills and the two had been most skilfully joined together. After nearly 20 years ofobscurity the mermaid reappeared in the USA and was exhibited by Phineas Barnum, the showman and selfconfessed Prince of Humbugs. The alleged rediscovery of the mermaid, its subsequent eventful tour of the States, and its probable fate, are described in detail.
Another acquisition of Barnum was Jumbo, an enormous elephant 1 1 feet tall weighing 6 tons. Captured in Abyssinia as a year-old calf, it was exhibited in Paris for 3 years and in London for 17 years, where it became a great tourist attraction at the London Zoo. In 1882 it was bought by Barnum, despite public protests at this outrageous sale of a British possession, but its transport to the London docks presented many problems. Jumbo was killed by an express goods train three years later whilst being taken to an exhibition in Canada and was so wellknown that Mr Punch mockingly wrote:
Alas, poor Jumbo! Here's the fruit Of faithless Barnum's greed of gain How sad that so well trained a brute Should owe his exit to a train! Jumbo's skeleton is still preserved in the American Museum ofNatural History but his stuffed body was destroyed when the Barnum Museum was gutted by fire in 1975.
Other essays include reports ofmisdemeanours of animals and their subsequent punishments, a long essay on basilisks, which can kill by a mere look-'Be thou like the imperial basilisk/Killing thy foes by unapparent wounds!' (Shelley's Ode to Naples)-spontaneous generation, and numerous reports of showers of living animals and other unexpected substances from the skies, first described in the Bible when the children of Israel escaped into the desert of Sur.
This readable book is well illustrated but the print is somewhat pale and small.
Raymond Hurt
The White House, 8 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts WD7 8AD, UK Maria Sklodowska-Curie (Memorial issue of the Polish oncological journal Nowotwory) Editors: Edward Towpik and Richard F Mould 112 pp ISBN 83-906461-5-3 Warsaw: Polish Foundation of the European School of Oncology So much trumpeting and effort was put into celebrating the hundredth anniversary of the discovery of X-rays by Konrad
